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[Fade in on HACC logo and text]
Why HACC, Central Pennsylvania’s Community College?
[Fade in positive music in background]
[Fade to instructor in office]
ALFRED SIHA, D.ED., Assistant Professor of English
I believe that education literally changes lives and the best way to do that is to open the doors
to as many people as possible.
[Cut to student in classroom]
STARSON AUDATE, HACC Business Administration Major
One thing that I like about is the diversity.
[Cut to faculty in office]
KATHLEEN BYRNE HEIDECKER, M.L.S., Reference/Instruction Librarian
You can see people like you in each of your classes.
[Cut to instructor in classroom]
BRENDA C. EPPLEY, MFA, Professor of Theatre
Typically our class sizes are quite small.
[Cut to instructor in classroom]
TAMMY GINGRAS-MOORE, Adjunct Instructor of Communications
Our faculty know our students’ names, we know their stories, we know who they are.
[Cut to instructor in classroom]
SARA CRILL, R.T. (R) (ARRT), Director of Clinical Education, Instructor for Radiologic
Technology
And we're so passionate about seeing the students be successful.
[Cut to student in classroom]
CYRUS CRANMER, HACC Psychology Major
If you need help in this place all you have to do is ask, and a lot of times if they see you need
help, you don't even have to ask.
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[Cut to student in classroom]
PRITY DAS, HACC Business Administration Major
Professors are very friendly to students and it shows that they care about the students.
[Cut to KATHLEEN in office]
KATHLEEN
The faculty are really the jewel of HACC.
[Cut to SARA in classroom]
SARA
The faculty is invested.
[Cut to Cyrus in classroom]
CYRUS
I can just start naming off teachers that have been so impactful to me.
[Cut to ALFRED in office]
ALFRED
We interact with them, we actually care about their success, not just in one semester, but longterm.
[Cut to SARA in classroom]
SARA
And I don't think you see that elsewhere.
[Cut to TAMMY in classroom]
TAMMY
I've taught classes at seven in the morning and I've taught classes at 8 o'clock at night. We also
have a lot of classes that are blended or that can be done completely online.
[Cut to BRENDA in classroom]
BRENDA
The cost-saving factor is tremendous.
[Cut to KATHLEEN in office]
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KATHLEEN
As a parent of three teenagers it's ridiculously inexpensive.
[Cut to PRITY in classroom]
PRITY
HACC is very affordable and also most of the credit are transferable to other universities.
[Cut to instructor in classroom]
SUSAN GUGOFF, Director of Clinical Education and Instructor for Diagnostic Medical
Sonography
You can really get your basic requirements here and then transfer out and save a lot of money,
[Cut to TAMMY in classroom]
TAMMY
You're not going to get a better deal. You're getting quality faculty, a quality education, at a
much better price.
[Cut to BRENDA in classroom]
BRENDA
You're getting an excellent education by coming to HACC, you're not missing out on anything.
[Cut to TAMMY in classroom]
TAMMY
HACC is special.
[Cut to KATHLEEN in office]
KATHLEEN
HACC is completely yours.
[Cut to STARSON in classroom]
STARSON
HACC is internationally yours.
[Cut to instructor in classroom]
MARIAN E. YODER, B.S. M.ED., PH.D., Associate Professor of Reading
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Academically yours.
[Cut to PRITY in classroom]
PRITY
Virtually yours.
[Cut to Cyrus in classroom]
CYRUS
Uniquely yours.
[Cut to TAMMY in classroom]
TAMMY
Proudly yours.
[Fade to HACC logo and text on screen]
Join the HACC community!
hacc.edu
800-ABC-HACC
[Music fades out]
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